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Abstract
A total of fifteen samples were obtained for tree ring dating and wood species identification from a
shipwreck at 55 36.625N 001 42.063W near Bamburgh castle, Northumbria, England. Of the twelve
samples taken for tree ring dating six contained sufficient rings to warrant analysis. None of the
analysed timbers cross dated against each other, and only one timber (Bam04 – framing timber)
containing 82 heartwood rings cross dated against reference chronologies giving a date range of
AD1677-1758. Unfortunately no sapwood survives on this sample so the outer ring of AD1758
provides a terminus post quem of AD1768 for which this element of the ship must have been
constructed. On the basis of the samples taken, the ships construction is characterised by the use of
fast grown, low quality (ie often knotty) oak trees suggesting the timber used was not traded from
abroad. The use of different species for specific functions is indicated through the use of Larch (Larix
spp.) for the mast and Elm (Ulmus spp.) for a pump structure. Should further timbers become
exposed, sampling for tree ring analysis could add to the limited information obtained from the
single dated timber.
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Introduction
Recent sand movement has led to the uncovering of a shipwreck at 55 36.625N 001 42.063W on the
beach a few hundred metres south east of Bamburgh castle, Northumbria. The beach is within a
AONB and the area is well known for its shipwrecks (English Heritage NMR). Nothing is known of the
age or name of this particular vessel. As the site is threatened by further erosion, survey work has
been undertaken by MAST (Maritime Archaeology Sea Trust), in conjunction with AONB authorities.
As substantial timber elements survive, survey work including dendrochronological sampling was
undertaken on the 3rd and 4th of September 2013, with a view to providing dating information for the
vessel, wood species used in construction and characterising the timber used.

MethodsDendrochronology
Dendrochronological and wood identification sampling was undertaken on the 3rd and 4th September
2013. Fifteen samples were taken using a handsaw and each was given a unique identifier (prefix
Bam). Samples were put in labelled gripseal bags with a small amount of water. The location of each
sample was obtained using differential GPS complemented by associated field notes.

Dendrochronological analysis was undertaken on six suitable samples (ie Quercus spp.with more
than 50 growth rings). Samples were surfaced in the laboratory using razor blades so that the ring
sequence could be clearly discerned and measured.

Methods employed at the Lampeter Dendrochronology Laboratory in general follow those described
in English Heritage guidance (English Heritage 1998).

The complete sequence of growth rings in each sample was measured to an accuracy of 0.01mm
using a micro-computer based travelling stage (Tyers 2004). Cross-correlation algorithms (Baillie and
Pilcher 1973; Munro 1984) are employed to search for positions where the ring sequences are highly
correlated against each other. The ring sequences were also tested against a range of oak reference
chronologies from Britain, North America and Europe. The t-values reported are derived from the
original CROS algorithm (Baillie and Pilcher 1973). A t-value of 3.5 or over is usually indicative of a
good match, although this is with the proviso that high t-values at the same relative or absolute
position must be obtained from a range of independent sequences, and that satisfactory visual
matching supports these positions and that the overlap is at least 50 years. Correlated positions are
checked visually using computerised ring-width plots.

Interpretation of any tree ring date is limited by whether sapwood or bark edge is present in a
sample. Sapwood is distinguishable as lighter coloured band around the outer annual rings of a tree
and represents the part of the tree that is alive. For British oaks the number of sapwood rings is
estimated to be between ten and forty six years (English Heritage,1998), an estimate based on
observations of many thousands of samples from living trees and archaeological wood. At a
microscopic level, sapwood in Quercus spp is recognisable by the open earlywood vessels used for
water and mineral transport. Heartwood earlywood vessels appear filled when viewed
microscopically as the cell walls have collapsed (tyloses) and no longer form the living part of the



tree. Should a sample contain sapwood and bark edge, the year and even season of felling can be
inferred from a dated sample. Should partial sapwood be present an estimate of between ten and
forty six rings is used to infer a date range for a British oak sample (English Heritage,1998). In
samples where there is no sapwood or microscopic sign of the heartwood/sapwood boundary a date
will represent a terminus post quem (date after which) the parent timber must have been felled. The
date in this case will refer to the date of the last complete annual ring and at least ten years after the
date of that final ring.Microscopic wood identification
Three samples were taken from non oak elements of the ship for species identification. The cell
structure of all samples selected for identification was examined in three planes under a high power
microscope and identified using reference texts (Schweingruber 1982) and reference slides from an
authentic source (Jodrell laboratory, Kew gardens).

Identification has only been taken as far as genus in cases where there is more than one native
species and the cell structure of the wood is not sufficiently different to separate them (eg Quercus
spp.).



ResultsDendrochronology
Six samples contained sufficient rings to warrant analysis. Unfortunately none of the samples
matched against each other. Five samples showed no match against British, European and North
American oak tree ring chronologies. One of the samples (Bam04) proved to cross date against a
variety of reference chronologies (figure 3), with a date range of AD1677-1758. As no sapwood
survives on this sample only a terminus post quem of AD1768 (counting for at least ten sapwood
rings after the last known heartwood ring AD1758) can be inferred for the felling date of the parent
tree.

sample conversion dimensions description species rings
sapwood/
HS/Bark ARW (mm) date

Bam01 - -
pump - wood
id Ulmus - - - -

Bam02 - -
pump - wood
id Ulmus - - - -

Bam03
trimmed
roundwood - framing timber Quercus 23 - 1.60 -

Bam04
trimmed
roundwood 170 x 110 framing timber Quercus 82 - 1.41

AD1677-
AD1758

Bam05 quartered 190 x 145
lower deck
beam Quercus 53 - 3.48 -

Bam06
trimmed
roundwood 240 x 205

upper deck
beam Quercus 67 6+ 2.87 -

Bam07 halved - mast - wood id Larix 29 - 3.44 -

Bam08 radial 200 x 50 hull planking Quercus 62 +?HS 2.86 -

Bam09
trimmed
roundwood 320 x190 framing timber Quercus 56 7+ 3.56 -

Bam10
trimmed
roundwood 200 x 150

upper deck
beam Quercus 62 3+ 1.99 -

Bam11 tangential 200 x 40 hull planking Quercus 26 - 3.10 -

Bam12 tangential 250x50 hull planking Quercus 25 - 5.25 -

Bam13 tangential 280x50 hull planking Quercus 32 - 4.68 -

Bam14 radial 120x110 framing timber Quercus 19 - 6.31 -

Bam15 tangential 90x10

Filler between
hull planks and
frame Quercus 3 - 3.33 -

Figure 1 table showing sample tree ring sample information



Figure 2 sample location map



Filename Bam 4
start
date AD1677

end
date AD1758

Regional
means t value
East Anglia 121
chronologies (Tyers,
2001) AD781 AD1899 5.81
South East England
75 chronologies
(Tyers, 2001) AD435 AD1811 5.62
England
Yorkshire/N.Lincs 67
chronologies (Tyers,
2001) AD440 AD1823 5.79
Site means

Houghton Mill
Cambridgeshire 11
timbers (Loader,
1999) AD1683 AD1806 5.23
Tilbury Fort Essex  5
timbers (Groves,
1993) AD1678 AD1777 4.64
London City Fleet
Valley (Tyers, 1993) AD1654 AD1728 4.75
HMS Victory
(Barefoot, 1975) AD1640 AD1800 4.52
Kibworth Harcourt
Post Mill
Leicestershire
(Arnold et al, 2004) AD1582 AD1773 5.39
Droitwich 6 timber
mean (Groves, 1997) AD1685 AD1742 4.76
Great Barn door
frame Old Basing
Hants (Bridge, 1996) AD1684 AD1788 4.93
Granary Old Basing
Hants (Bridge, 1996) AD1691 AD1790 5.94
Clarendon House
Granary Wilts 4
timbers (Tyers, 2000) AD1675 AD1764 4.74
Nostell Priory nr
Wakefield 2 timber
(Tyers, 1998) AD1535 AD1743 4.61
modern

Winchester modern
(Barefoot 1975) AD1635 AD1972 4.68
Savernake Forest
Wiltshire (Briffa,
1986) AD1651 AD1982 4.88

Figure 3 t values of Bam04 against selected reference chronologies



Photographs of dendrochronology samples

Figure 4 photograph of sample Bam08

Figure 5 photograph of Bam04



Figure 6 photograph of Bam05



Figure 7 photograph of Bam06. Sapwood is visible on upper right



Figure 8 photograph of Bam09. Sapwood is visible on lower left



Figure 9 photograph of Bam10



Microscopic wood identification
A sample from the remains of the mast (Bam07 figures 2 and 10) contained 29 heartwood rings
(ARW of 2.76mm). Thin section analysis showed the mast to be made of Larix spp.

Two small samples (Bam01 and 02) from a possible pump (location in figure 2) were identified as
being Ulmus spp.

Figure 10 photograph of mast sample



Interpretation
The tree ring analysis and observations made of other structural timbers during fieldwork (figures 11
to 19) demonstrate the timbers available for sampling from the ship are sourced from relatively fast
grown trees, suitable for the purpose of ship construction, but not ideal for tree ring dating. Three of
the four sampled hull planks (figures 4, 11, 12 and 13) contained insufficient rings to warrant tree
ring analysis and were tangentially converted from young fast grown trees (around 25 rings present).
Bam15 (figure 15) was recovered from between the hull planking (Bam13) and framing timbers and
is a section of very thin (10mm) tangential oak with possible saw marks on face.  It contains three
annual rings and is covered in a tar like substance, likely representing a filler piece to aid water
resistance. Inspection of framing elements showed the timber was sourced from fast grown or
knotty trees containing ten to twenty five annual rings (figures 14,16,17,18,19 and 20). While four of
the six samples that contained enough rings for dendrochronology contained partial sapwood
(figures 3,6,7,8 and 9), unfortunately the sample that dated (Bam04) did not.

With only one timber dated, the interpretation is limited to saying that Bam04 (date range spanning
AD1677 to 1758 with no sapwood or heartwood sapwood boundary), could not have formed part of
the ships structure before AD 1768. Should this timber become further exposed, partial sapwood or
bark may be present and a further sample would assist in interpretation. The t values against
regional reference chronologies, and individual sites themselves (figure 3) suggest a possible
provenance on the east coast of England for this timber. The three highest matches with regional
reference chronologies (compiled from many individual site means) are with East Anglia, South East
England and Yorkshire (figure 3). However dendroprovenancing, especially with a single dated
timber, comes with a set of possible interpretation problems (English Heritage, 1998). Tree ring
sequences from trees growing in similar conditions but geographically distant can sometimes
demonstrate a higher level of similarity than geographically close trees growing under different
microsite or management conditions. As shown in figure 3 t values between Bam04 and individual
sites throughout Britain are evident. Should further appropriate timbers from the ship become
available for sampling, more information on the possible origin, and more precise dating information
for the ships construction could be provided.

The use of Larix spp for the mast is not altogether surprising, as the species is commonly used in the
structural elements of buildings and ships during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
(Albion,1926). The identification that the bilge pump is constructed of Ulmus spp is also to be
expected. Elm is well known for its water resistant properties and in the past was commonly used for
underground water pipes and ships pumps (Oertling, 1996).



Photographs of samples containing insufficient rings for dendrochronology

Figure 11 photograph of Bam11

Figure 12 photograph of Bam12



Figure 13 photograph of Bam13

Figure 14 photograph of Bam14



Figure 15 photograph of Bam15

Figure 16 photograph of Bam03



Figure 17 photograph of framing timber end

Figure 18 photograph of framing timber end



Figure 19 photograph of framing timber end

Figure 20 photograph of framing timber end
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AppendixBamburgh castle ring width (0.01mm) data in decadal format.
Bam04

82 years length. Quercus spp.

Dated AD1677 to AD1758

0 sapwood rings and no bark surface

Average ring width 141.15   Sensitivity 0.28

AD1677 299 69 45 48

- 54 151 161 95 240 190 190 191 225 187

- 243 146 202 194 153 176 152 107 87 123

AD1701155 218 283 290 161 294 222 270 183 92

- 106 148 182 95 67 74 44 92 65 65

- 98 114 81 145 103 87 147 108 108 146

- 94 103 108 111 131 137 116 146 175 133

- 95 76 68 105 148 155 222 159 146 130

AD1751175 177 132 132 100 88 100 141



Bam05

53 years length. Quercus spp.

Undated; relative dates 1 to 53

0 sapwood rings and no bark surface

Average ring width 348.28   Sensitivity 0.25

1 270 173 252 292 164 304 236 292 509 570

- 658 301 255 347 361 308 426 389 435 416

- 432 403 346 391 374 356 306 255 295 219

- 273 245 172 213 224 228 251 150 216 131

- 88 215 105 278 310 418 496 574 562 722

51 789 900 564

Bam06

67 years length. . Quercus spp.

Undated; relative dates 1 to 67

6 sapwood rings and no bark surface

Average ring width 286.93   Sensitivity 0.29

1 407 262 124 109 161 266 232 169 275 192

- 365 275 204 144 205 279 267 168 92 190

- 393 275 170 139 301 383 378 338 258 272

- 385 325 307 311 242 204 180 243 219 187

- 212 212 235 243 420 167 104 173 250 368

51 392 427 407 556 470 609 441 418 430 376

- 559 266 373 301 368 305 246



Bam08

62 years length. Quercus spp.

Undated; relative dates 1 to 62

0 sapwood rings but possible h/s boundary

Average ring width 286.13   Sensitivity 0.15

1 502 493 637 553 482 541 525 558 501 358

- 240 315 378 276 277 260 464 383 383 394

- 304 336 344 376 349 303 222 246 214 203

- 170 205 156 140 130 149 201 218 249 223

- 260 216 239 242 246 298 246 167 196 262

51 251 250 235 129 142 153 124 145 195 164

- 158 164

Bam09

56 years length. . Quercus spp.

Undated; relative dates 1 to 56

3 sapwood rings and no bark surface

Average ring width 356.23   Sensitivity 0.20

1 349 308 277 319 391 342 247 325 329 265

- 411 235 336 253 321 414 348 373 457 402

- 477 440 499 539 507 416 267 368 391 418

- 471 457 431 257 377 351 426 440 314 423

- 305 343 340 383 246 400 306 353 315 365

51 278 370 380 255 178 161



Bam10

62 years length. . Quercus spp.

Undated; relative dates 1 to 62

7 sapwood rings and no bark surface

Average ring width 199.10   Sensitivity 0.21

1 181 275 89 205 121 93 147 146 152 161

- 136 131 244 144 158 291 226 226 245 205

- 154 227 264 208 179 168 180 219 145 149

- 160 194 170 211 213 256 226 198 171 203

- 223 241 243 226 249 293 220 209 233 225

51 142 256 217 218 293 209 255 161 192 185

- 204 179


